Abstract-Large Internet video delivery systems serve millions of videos to tens of millions of users on daily basis, via Video-onDemand (VoD) and live streaming. Video popularity (measured by view count) evolves over time. It represents the workload, as well as business value, of the video to the overall system. The ability to predict video popularity is very helpful for improving service quality and operating efficiency. Previous studies adopted simple (usually static) models for video popularity, or directly adopted patterns from measurement studies. In this paper, we develop a fluid model that tries to capture two hidden processes that give rise to different patterns of a given video's popularity evolution: (a) the information spreading process, and (b) the user reaction process. Specifically, these processes model how the video is recommended to the users, the video's inherent attractiveness, and users' reaction rate; and yield different popularity evolution patterns. We validate our model by fitting the data obtained from a large content provider in China. This model gives us the insight to explain the common and different video popularity evolution patterns and why.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet VoD streaming and live streaming are serving a large and increasing number of consumers. The demand for a given video, over its lifetime (in the system), is referred to as its popularity (as a function of time). If this demand can be predicted, even roughly, it can be very helpful for the content provider in running its operation.
Previously, in order to study strategies for system operation, such as content replication and request scheduling, static workload models for accessing a catalog of videos have been proposed [1] , [2] . In such static models, video requests arrive and get served according to stationary stochastic processes, and each request selects a video according to some static popularity distribution. Such static models certainly serve a purpose, and allow us to derive good insights about resource allocation and load balancing. Yet, it is also blatantly clear to us that in a realworld system, the popularity of different videos are constantly evolving.
There were also previous studies that considered view count as a dynamic value, and tried to come up with some empirical rules of evolution patterns from analyzing view count logs from real-world systems [3] - [7] . This approach, while it is based more on reality, and quite practical for the given systems studied, is nevertheless quite ad hoc and does not give us insights that can be applied to different scenarios and systems.
Corresponding author: Yipeng Zhou In our study, we go one step further -try to create a model of video popularity evolution based on factors that can be explained. In particular, we try to capture in our model some hidden processes that are not easily measurable as the view count dynamics itself. Two processes, information spreading process and user reaction process are considered. These hidden processes determine a given video's popularity, and how it evolves over time. They can be quite complicated, depending on a large number of factors. In this paper, we try to keep the model relatively simple by considering only a few parameters: (a) the rate of direct recommendation, (b) the rate of word-ofmouth recommendation, (c) the video's intrinsic attractiveness, and (d) the users' reaction rate. We believe by considering these four factors alone, we already have quite a rich model of evolution dynamics that can match the common evolution patterns observed from our data.
In the rest of the paper, we proceed as follows. First, several video popularity patterns are presented as motivation in Sec. II. Then we present our fluid model of the underlying hidden processes we mentioned above in Sec. III. The model and its solutions allow us to plot the evolution patterns depending on the key parameters of the model. We validate our model by fitting the data of real-world video popularity in Sec. IV. The related works are discussed in Sec. V and we conclude in Sec. VI.
II. OBSERVED PATTERNS
To understand different patterns of video popularity evolution in practical systems, we conduct a case study using a dataset obtained from Tencent Video, which is one of the largest online video service provider in China. The dataset contains all viewing records within a six month period starting from December 1, 2013 to May 31, 2014. We focus on four most important video types: Movie, TV, News and MV(Music Video). For each type, we pick two sample videos and plot their normalized view counts in Fig. 1 .
The solid curves are traces of videos that reach their peak popularity right after their birth. These videos were all advertized in the front page (confirmed by Tencent Video). This indicates that the direct recommendation causes popularity to reach the peak very quickly. On the other hand, the dashed traces in Fig. 1 are videos who reach their peaks with some delay. This makes us guess that video information was propagated by other ways that it took long time to reach all users. Some previous works, e.g. [6] , study video sharing in online social networks and also give the similar observation that these videos reach their popularity peaks with some delay. The observations above motivate us to propose a fluid model that generates the dynamics of video popularity.
III. EVOLUTION MODEL
In this section, we use two processes to describe popularity evolution. The first process depicts the spreading of information about a video; while the second process is the reaction process once a user has known the video. We believe that these two processes capture what goes on in the real world.
A. Assumptions and Notations
In our analysis, we make the following assumptions to simplify the problem:
• The total user population is fixed. In practice, user population at a content provider is not fixed. A video's views will be influenced by the change of user population. The model of popularity evolution does not consider user population churn.
• Videos are independent, i.e., each user independently selects videos. In reality, a user who have watched or dislike a video may refuse to view other related videos, which means user selection is not independent. We believe the chance of such events is low so that they are ignored in our model.
• Videos are not replayed by the same users. In practice, users may replay a good video from time to time. However, for most videos, previous study showed that they are not replayed by the same user [7] .
Without loss of generality, we use video j to describe our model. The notations used to create the evolution model are listed in Table I . 
B. Model of Information Spreading
The first process is the spread of information about the video. Direct recommendation and word-of-mouth recommendation are two main methods of distributing a video's information. This process can be modeled through the following ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
x(t) is the number of users who know video j and have interest in viewing video j sooner or later; while s(t) is the number of users who do not know video j. Through direct recommendation, users in S t get knowledge of video j with constant rate α. Through word-of-mouth recommendation, users leave S t with rate βx(t). q, video j's attractiveness, determines the final user population who will view video j. The initial conditions are x(0) = 0, y(0) = 0 and s(0) = N . Given the fixed total user population, we have
By substituting Eq. 4 to Eq. 1-3, we can get
Here g(t) = α βqN e (α+βqN )t . The detailed derivation is in the appendix of [8] .
Let τ = α + βqN , by differentiating g(t), we have
Since, only the users in X t will watch the video sooner or later, we focus on analyzing the evolution of x(t) and x (t).
Based on differentiations of g(t) together with Eq. 5, we get
With different α, we expect to have different curves for x(t). Letting x (3) = 0, we get two roots:
It is trivial to show that t 2 < t < t 1 . Now, we discuss the evolution of x(t) and x (t) in two cases.
1) Case I: α > βqN:
Proposition 1. If α > βqN,
x(t) increases as a concave function with time t .
The proof is straightforward. Because α > βqN, t < 0. 
Proposition 2. If α > βqN, x (t) is a monotonically decreasing function with time
The detailed proof is in the appendix of [8] . In Fig. 3(b) , we plot the curves of x (t) for the case α > βqN. The proof is straightforward. If α < βqN, then t > 0. In [0, t ], x (t) > 0, which implies that x(t) increases as a convex function; in [t , +∞), x (t) < 0, which implies that x(t) increases as a concave function. The curve of x(t) in this case is illustrated with dashed line in Fig. 2 .
2) Case II: α < βqN:

Proposition 3. If α < βqN, x(t) is a "S" curve. It increases as a convex function from t = 0 to t = t and increases as a concave function since t > t .
From Proposition 1 and Proposition 3, we can find that direct recommendation and word-of-mouth recommendation have different impact on the spread of video information. If direct recommendation dominates information spread, i.e., α > βqN, x(t) is a concave curve and dx(t)/dt is a monotonically decreasing curve, otherwise x(t) is a "S" curve and the curve of dx(t)/dt is an inverse "V". The detailed proof is in the appendix of [8] . Fig. 3(a) illustrates the curves of x (t) for the case α < βqN. Intuitively speaking, α as the direct recommendation rate and β as the word-of-mouth recommendation rate have different impacts on x (t). If α dominates information spreading, x (0) is the maximum value; otherwise x (t ) is the maximum value. x (t) will significantly affect view count. We conjecture that if α dominates, view count evolution has light tail; otherwise view count evolution has heavy tail.
Proposition 4. If α < βqN, x (t) is a monotonically increasing function in [0, t ] and a monotonically decreasing function in
[t , +∞). If α < (2 − √ 3)βqN , x (t)
C. Model of User Reaction
The second process depicts how users react after they know video j. γ is the rate to watch video j by those users in X t who have not viewed video j yet. The second process can be captured by the following two ODEs. 
The derivation of Eq. 10 is in the appendix of [8] . With Eq. 10, we can numerically solve z(t) and
dt . It is quite difficult to get the closed-form solution of z(t) from Eq. 10. By splitting time into discrete time slots, we can still prove a useful proposition.
Proposition 5. The curve of dw(t) dt has a unique peak value. It occurs at the time no earlier than the time when x (t) achieves maximum value. In other words, a video's view count either decreases monotonically or increases monotonically before it decreases monotonically.
The detailed proof is in the appendix of [8] . Intuitively speaking, the peak of video views occurs after the peak of x (t).
Conjecture 1. The peak of dw(t) dt is affected by γ. With larger γ, i.e., faster users' reaction, the peak time of dw(t) dt is closer to the peak time of x (t).
Without closed-form solution of z(t) or dw(t)
dt , it is difficult to prove this conjecture rigorously. We explain and justify this conjecture through plotting numerical solutions.
Corollary 2. As γ approaches infinity,
Larger γ implies that users' reaction is faster when they know the video. In the extreme case where γ approaches infinity, all users will play the video once they know the availability of the video. In this case, the curve of dw(t) dt is almost the same as that of x (t).
Fig. 4 show the curves of dw(t) dt
with different γ. In Fig. 4  (a) and (b), we set γ = 10, a high value. As one can observe, the evolution of
is almost the same as the one of Fig. 3 , which has been stated in Corollary 2. In Fig. 4 
IV. MODEL VALIDATION
To validate the model proposed in the last section, we fit it with the real data traces obtained from Tencent Video. After that, we study the parameter characteristics and discuss how our model can help predict popularity evolution.
A. Model Fitting
We fit our model with the real-world view count for each video by picking the best value for α, β, q and γ. We choose N = 3 × 10 8 as the total population in model fitting, since it is roughly the total number of users in Tencent Video. We use normalized mean squared error (NMSE) as the metric to measure fitting error. In other words, our fitting algorithm tries to search parameters that minimize NMSE, which is defined as
wherev t and v t are the t th day's view count in our model and in the real trace, respectively. Note, NMSE is the mean squared error (MSE) normalized by the square of the real trace's average view count. It allows us to compare cases with different total view counts.
As benchmark for performance comparison, we use an exponential equation and a quadratic equation. Exponential equation is defined as ae −bt ; while the quadratic equation is defined as at 2 + bt + c. Exponential equation is often used to model decaying trends and quadratic equation allows a delayed peak which matches our observations. We also use fitting algorithm to find parameters for the exponential and quadratic equations. The number of videos of each type used in model fitting is given in the second column of Table II. The fitting results by using the three models are presented in Fig.5 . We can see that our evolution model outperforms the other two for all the four video types. For movies, roughly 70% of cases achieve NMSE≤ 1 in evolution model, compared to roughly 55% in exponential model and 45% in quadratic model. For TV videos, both evolution and exponential models can be fit well but evolution model performs slightly better with over 98% of cases having NMSE≤ 1. For News and MV videos, over 60% and 85% of cases achieve NMSE≤ 1 in evolution model, respectively.
B. Parameter Study
Applying our evolution model in practical prediction requires knowing the model parameters for each given video, which seems hard to do a priori. It is plausible that there exists a set of features, such as video type, video length, marketing effort etc, that can be used to determine clusters of videos that share similar model parameter values. In order to discover these clusters systematically, it is necessary to amass as many (likely relevant) features and their values as possible, and do a clustering analysis.
In this study, we take a first step in this direction by looking at only the video type feature, whose value is readily available from our dataset. We compare the parameter distributions of best-fit videos for the four video types. The best-fit videos are those having NMSE≤ 1 in our model fitting. The numbers of best-fit videos of the four types are listed in the third column of Table II . The CDFs of each parameter are shown in Fig. 6 .
For each parameter, we can see that the distributions of the four video types show discernable difference. For α, movies tend to have small α and News tend to have large α. TV and MV videos have similar distributions, and lie between movies and News. In practice, News videos are promoted by content provider for a short period, typically only a single day, because of their short-time value. This may result in many News videos being promoted, and hence many News videos experiencing a large direct recommendation rate. For β, News tend to have large β, followed by MV, movies and TV. This suggests that users are more likely to share News and MV videos through word of mouth if they are interested in them.
For γ, Fig. 6 shows the CDF curves up to 1 γ = 10, and we can see that all video types experience fast reaction. But still, TV videos have the fastest reaction rate, followed by News, 1 Many γ values are extremely large. From Corollary 2, when γ is large, Next, we study the correlations of these parameters. Due to space constraint, we only present two correlations. For the correlation of α and β, Fig. 7 shows that for any video type, a large fraction of videos lie close to either α-axis or β-axis. For Movie and TV, almost all the videos lie close to the axes. This suggests that for any type of videos, there exist two clusters, one with α ≈ 0 and the other with β ≈ 0. For these special videos, we can approximate their information propagation processes by setting α = 0 or β = 0.
For the correlation of γ and q, Fig. 8 shows that for any type popular videos experienced fast reaction rate (γ ≥ 10). In practical systems we typically pay more attention to these popular videos, especially for content delivery applications. Fast reaction rates of popular videos suggest that we can simplify the two-process model to a single-process one for them, and hence predicting information spreading process alone can help design practical strategies, such as cache replacement and recommendation.
The study of parameter distributions and correlations suggests it is possible that we cluster videos based on similarity of their parameter values. It also allows us to simplify the evolution model for many video cases. Through simplifying, some special cases, such as popular TV, can be further studied to make more accurate prediction. For example, by differentiating x(t) on α or β with the simplified model, we can learn more about how slight changes on recommendation rates affect the peak time and growth patterns of the popularity evolution. A more thorough study of the above issues will be covered by our future work.
V. RELATED WORK
There are many previous studies of video popularity and popularity evolution based on measurement. For example, Cha et al. [3] studied the popularity distribution and evolution for UGC content by collecting data traces from two large UGC video systems. Li et al. [5] measured user behavior in the PPTV mobile video platform and developed a practical CDN replication scheme accordingly. In [7] , Chen et al. proposed a lifetime model of online video popularity evolution. [4] characterized the growth patterns of Youtube video popularity and [6] studied video sharing in online social networks. However, all these works lack theoretical analysis to reveal the factors affecting popularity evolution.
Epidemic models were originally used to study the spreading of disease [9] . Subsequently it has been broadly used to analyze information diffusion in complex networks, e.g. [10] . Researchers have proposed several different epidemic models to study information spreading in online social networks over the past few years. For example, [11] proposed a linear influence model, which does not require the knowledge of the underlying social network and [12] used a branching process model to study the message spreading in a microblog service. In [13] , Jiang et al. studied how information propagates in a social network with limited user attention. Inspired by these works, we use an epidemic model to study the spreading of video information by direct recommendation and word-ofmouth recommendation.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a fluid model to describe the evolution of a video's popularity. Most importantly, we discover two hidden processes, i.e. the information spreading process and the user reaction process. The factors, direct recommendation, word-of-mouth recommendation, video's attractiveness, users' reaction rate, are studied and quantified in our model. We validate the model through fitting it with readworld data. From the study of model parameter distribution and correlation, we obtain various insights of video popularity evolution. Our model is a first step towards not only explaining various video popularity dynamics, but also explaining why they behave so.
